Breakfast at Buck’s: Informality, Intimacy, and Innovation in Silicon Valley

by Steven Shapin*

ABSTRACT

This is a study of some connections between eating-together and knowing-together. Silicon Valley technoscientific innovation typically involves a coming-together of entrepreneurs (having an idea) and venture capitalists (having private capital to turn the idea into commercial reality). Attention is directed here to a well-publicized type of face-to-face meeting that may occur early in relationships between VCs and entrepreneurs. The specific case treated here is a large number of breakfast meetings occurring over the past twenty-five years or so at a modest restaurant called Buck’s in Woodside, California. Why is it this restaurant? What is it about Buck’s that draws these people? What happens at these meals? And why is it breakfast (as opposed to other sorts of meals)? This article goes on to discuss historical changes in the patterns of daily meals and accompanying changes in the modes of interaction that happen at mealtimes. Breakfast at Buck’s may be a small thing, but its consideration is a way of understanding some quotidian processes of late modern innovation, and it offers a possible model for further inquiries into eating and knowing.

I hate people who are not serious about meals.
It is so shallow of them.
—Oscar Wilde

EATING AND KNOWING

We take on so much as we take on food—culture as well as calories, knowledge as well as nutrients. Histories of the food sciences, or histories of the relationships between food and scientific knowledge, have typically been concerned with the constituents and powers of foods, with their fate in the body and their benefits and risks to the body. There are studies of the historical role of the sciences in managing the quality, quantity, and safety of food; in understanding the functions of food in the body; and in devising new foods. Yet there are other possible topics for historians (and social scientists) concerned with food and knowledge, and these include eating, and, more specifically, eating-together (commensality, in terms of sociological art) as a venue for
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making, maintaining, and modifying knowledge. And, while there are some fine, though largely programmatic, social scientific meditations on eating practices and on the structure and the meaning of meals, studies of eating-together remain largely disengaged from studies of knowing-together.1

Commensality takes place in face-to-face modes of interaction which are, as is now said, high bandwidth. Taking food and drink with others makes social bonds, establishes (or aims to establish) social identities, generates (or may generate) obligations, and marks out and celebrates special moments in time and in social life. (Eating alone used to be deprecated as a sign of gluttony or misanthropy; now, while solitary feeding is moving fast toward the norm, eating alone may still occasionally be seen as a mark of social insufficiency or, alternatively, celebrated as a display of busyness.2) Different sorts of eatings-together mark out different sorts of social relationships, from the informal to the formal, from the intimate to the institutional, from the private to the public. Some eatings-together are instrumental—as occasions meant to have specific outcomes; others are just ways to “keep in touch” or maintain social ties. At most occasions of eating-together, no notice at all may be taken of aliments consumed, or it may be considered inappropriate to pay much attention to the identity of the food and drink; at others, less commonly, the nature, quality, and staging of food is the point.3


Different kinds of social interaction are signaled by the presence of different foods, by different modes of presentation and consumption, by meals taken at different times of day, and by the presence of different kinds of people. Lunch “on the go” is as different from an Oxbridge college feast or a regimental dinner as is the meaning of “let’s meet for coffee” from “would you like to come up for a cup of coffee?” From the silent meal in a monastery to the mess group in the military, the bonds formed by eating-together have historically been acknowledged and actively managed. Eating-together is at the center of religious life and belief—with the seder (the Jewish Passover meal) historically transformed into the Last Supper and then into the mysteries of Christian sacraments—the transubstantiations of communion wine and wafer. So too are the ritual occasions of fasting, of intentional not eating, which may be found at the center of political action—the fasting of suffragettes, of Irish Republican prisoners, and of Indian resisters to British colonial rule. The manner of eating is an element in making social identity and social distinction, spectacularly so in Victorian and Edwardian Britain with specialized cutlery as weapons of class destruction, embarrassment attending imperfect knowledge of the proper use of the fork and the proper placement of wine and water glasses.4

Many of these aspects of eating have been appreciated by social and cultural historians at least since the 1930s writings of Norbert Elias, whose treatment of manners in the making of modernity inspired a number of later historians and social scientists.5 The history of food has recently been drawing much academic attention, while the history of eating and its significance remains marginal, treated in the main by social historians and historians of manners and etiquette. Such academic attention as has been given to these things has centered on the Renaissance and the early modern period, with arrangements of contemporary and the more recent past tending to escape notice or, more commonly, becoming the property of nutritionists and policy experts worried about bad eating and consequent poor health outcomes. Nor have scholars concerned with knowledge seen much point in considering occasions of eating, which have generally been taken as time-out from knowledge making. It’s what thinkers do to “fuel up” before going to thought-work. Comic writers make sport of the very idea of a Friedrich Nietzsche diet book, absurdly juxtaposing the intellectual and the corporeal, the High and the Low.6

4 See the delightful, and unobtrusively learned, Bee Wilson, Consider the Fork: A History of How We Cook and Eat (New York, N.Y.: Basic, 2012), esp. chaps. 2 (41–71) and 6 (181–210).
6 Woody Allen, “Thus Ate Zarathustra,” in Mere Anarchy (New York, N.Y.: Random House, 2007), 141–6; see also Steven Shapin, “Lowering the Tone in the History of Science: A Noble Calling,” chap. 1 in Never Pure: Historical Studies of Science as if It Were Made by People with Bodies, Situated in Space, Time, and Society, and Struggling for Credibility and Authority (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 2010), 1–14, on 1–2. At the risk of spoiling the joke, Nietzsche was, in fact, much concerned about diet.
It would be wrong to dismiss the sensibilities that have served to marginalize the links between eating and knowing; there are a number of famous stories about thinkers so “lost in thought” as to forget eating, and the ancient cultural *topos* that opposed the mind and the belly still retains some of its pertinence in late modernity. Both the jokiness and the cultural deflation accompanying the very idea of linking feeding to thinking belong to the *topos* of asceticism—as Nietzsche indeed pointed out. This article describes a specific occasion, and a specific site, of commensality, one in which eating-together is reflectively linked to knowing-together, and even to practical actions based on that knowledge. The unlikeliness of this focus can also be acknowledged; for all sorts of reasons, critics might say that the eating concerned is “not relevant,” that no knowledge (properly so called) is produced at these mealtimes, or that the knowledge generated is “not science.” Making knowledge is what happens when feeding the stomach is not happening or, at most, the knowledge that does attend eating-together is “social knowledge”—knowledge of one’s fellow diners’ characters and whatever mundane knowledge is conveyed by general conversation.

The unlikeliness of telling a story about eating and knowing attaches even more strongly to the particular materials addressed here. First, this article deals with very recent history, even with passages that persist in the present and that very likely will continue to do so in the foreseeable future. However, I suggest toward the end a genealogy connecting these sorts of eatings-together to deep history while I also point to patterns of historical change that make them an index of late modernity. Second, although some of what happens on the eating occasions described here certainly involves accounts and evaluations of science and technology, most of what is pertinent about them concerns the *conditions of possibility* for making science and technology and, specifically, for transforming technoscience into goods and services that figure in the marketplace. Knowledge is indeed being produced on such occasions, even if it’s not the kind of knowledge that is routinely embodied in science textbooks or that gets worked over by epistemologists. The knowledge that is made, maintained, and modified at these breakfasts is of different sorts: there is knowledge of commercializable science and technology, its potential and circumstances; knowledge of the persons speaking for the science and technology, their virtues, vices, and, indeed, their apparent expertise and skills; knowledge of these persons’ likely commitment and dedication to the pertinent projects; and, indeed, knowledge of their capacity for relevant sorts of social interaction, since the VC-entrepreneur interaction occurring here and now is thought to bear a family resemblance to the modes of interaction that will figure

---


8 Historians of science are now familiar with encouragement to widen the scope of what is routinely taken as “science.” First, many historians of science are no longer defensive about attending to “technology,” to so-called “applied science” and “commercial science,” or they are less confident than they once were in justifying such distinctions; second, historians are now less inclined to equate “science” solely with “what happens in the laboratory,” with what is inscribed in the textbooks, or with “disembodied ideas.” Bruno Latour and others have urged scholars to document the processes through which scientists secure support for their work, obtain credibility for its outcomes, and embed those outcomes in “black-boxed” artifacts and processes: Latour, *Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and Engineers through Society* (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1987); see also Steven Shapin, “Invisible Science,” *Hedgehog Review* 18 (Fall 2016): 34–46 (on arguments about “embedded science” and for problems attending distinctions between “hard” and “soft” sciences), www.iasc-culture.org /THR/THR_article_2016_Fall_Shapin.php.
should the business come into being and grow. I make no claims here that there is anything special about occasions of eating-together that involve science and technology. Arguably, all forms of knowledge making have their moments of the face-to-face, and eatings-together are significant among these moments; science, technology, and the conditions for making more science and technology are not excluded.

PLACES OF EATING AND PLACES OF KNOWING

In recent decades, historians and sociologists of science have written about the places and spaces of science, but among these, only the early modern and Enlightenment coffeehouse has really represented a place of eating and drinking as a place of face-to-face knowledge making. (The Enlightenment salon has also engaged historians’ attention, though its alimentary elements scarcely at all.) Why not consider the pertinence of a range of places, each with their characteristic modes of interaction and significances: the domestic or restaurant dinner table; the pub and tavern; the high-tech corporate cafeteria, salad and sushi bars; the Asian noodle houses lined up on Castro Street in Mountain View, California; the tea room of the University Library in Cambridge; the yet-to-be formally named rooms in modern “coworking spaces” and “incubators” where innovators share a pizza and a beer; and, of course, the late twentieth-century and contemporary coffee shop? Architects and designers of modern research facilities (and even of furniture and décor) aim to build places that facilitate the exchange of ideas, often paying great attention to constructing spaces for taking food and drink that will serve as venues for “spontaneous” and “serendipitous” interaction—sometimes making explicit gestures to early modern coffeehouse culture—but it also happens that such spaces emerge without the assistance of professional design and become iconic magnets for further intellectual interaction. In the late modern culture of innovation, reflective

---

9 That said, the arrangements and the alimentary contents of many late modern technoscientific feeding sites (the well-supplied cafeterias of Google and of high-energy physics installations, the provisioning of entrepreneurial networking events, and the catered lunches of academic departmental meetings) merit attention, as do the ascetic dietetics of heroic code-writing sessions and attitudes toward solitary “brown bagging”; see references in nn. 11 and 12, below.

10 A fine exception is E. C. Spary, Eating the Enlightenment: Food and the Sciences in Paris, 1670-1760 (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 2012), though here too the focus is on the sciences of food innovation and the scientific understanding of the consequences of consuming certain foods and drinks.


attention to designed or spontaneous spaces of interaction coexists with the asocial asceticism now notably associated with the geek-designed, all-purpose drink Soylent, offered as a solution to time supposedly wasted in eating. Researchers in business schools and in organizational sociology now recognize relationships—long appreciated by non-academics—between commensality and the success of negotiations, and seemingly agree that deals over meals (or drinks) build trust and go better, though the academics are not agreed whether this effect is independent of the identities of the deal, the meal, the place, and the stage of discussions. Both foodstuffs consumed and the spaces in which they are taken have, and always have had, a bearing on conceptions of the consuming body and the modes of physical and intellectual interaction between bodies and minds. There are historians who now recognize food for thought as a historical topic.

The eating-together occasion treated here is breakfast, and, specifically, breakfast eaten out rather than taken at home; the period concerned is anytime over the last three decades or so; the particular place is a restaurant in California, south of San Francisco and several miles from the campus of Stanford University; the people involved are actors in and around the entrepreneurial high-tech culture of Silicon Valley; and the breakfasts are largely instrumental occasions, whose outcomes may be decisions—or elements in a decision-making process—about which scientific and technological ideas are to have a commercial future and which are destined for history’s dustbin. So, this is a sketch of what happened at a specific time, place, and type of social, cultural, and economic life, while the general manner in which these specificities are interpreted might suggest ways of treating all sorts of other science-relevant commensalities at different times, different places, and at different moments in the making, maintaining, or modification of knowledge. This is, inescapably, a case study, partly meant to encourage future studies.

BUCK’S FIZZ: SILICON BREAKFAST

The restaurant concerned is an iconic site, celebrated by members of late twentieth-century and early twenty-first century entrepreneurial culture. It is well known to many of those who write about technoscientific innovation and who seek to decipher the secrets of Silicon Valley as a global center of technoscientific and commercial innovation. The breakfasts described are a setting for the earliest stages of deals done between venture capitalists (VCs) and aspiring high-tech entrepreneurs, and are much talked about.


about as “where things begin”—where the process of turning technical and commercial ideas into material and corporate realities commences, where technoscientific concepts meet potential sources of cash. The deals whose origins are traced to this particular place are said to have amounted to billions of dollars over the past several decades. Stories are told about this eating place, and tourists as well as aspiring entrepreneurs continue to go there in hopes of seeing some famous geek or VC, or, at least, of seeing the place where famous deals got done. Sites like these are, so to speak, charismatic places—sites endowed with power and surrounded by mystique because of the collective memory of things that happened there and that might, because of the energy still presumed to reside in them, work their effects on future events.

The restaurant is Buck’s in the small town of Woodside, California. In many respects, Buck’s is nothing special; one VC-customer wrote that the restaurant “looks as if it could be the anchor of any upscale retail strip in any small town west of the Rockies.” They added, “all that’s missing are some hitching posts and a watering trough or two.” (Founded in 1991, Buck’s is said to have been named after the town drunk, Leo Buckstaber, and not, as it’s sometimes assumed, after dollars.) Though Buck’s has got a number of favorable reviews by Bay Area foodies, its fame in certain circles has to do with the technoscientific and commercial events that happened in it—not with whatever it is that usually makes certain restaurants famous, like Michelin-starred cuisine or remarkable things to eat or spectacular views or spectacularly rude waiters. Buck’s is open seven days a week, for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. But what makes Buck’s famous is breakfast, or, less commonly, lunch—never dinner, and never any meal on the weekends, when it’s taken over by gangs of lycra-clad mountain bikers.

The breakfast menu is quite ordinary for local eateries. Breakfast offerings include the usual range of American fare; you can have pancakes, eggs—“any style,” or omelets (Californized by the avocado on top and made just of egg whites in case of cholesterol phobia)—or waffles, or just some fruit and toast or granola. Everyone has what they want, thereby avoiding the awkwardness of someone acting as host in their own home when someone has an allergy, or someone else doesn’t eat what’s offered for religious or moral reasons. The prices are also in the usual range for this sort of place—not as cheap as McDonald’s but nothing to put off even the most liquidity-constrained Valley geek. A similar sort of restaurant, well known for reasons similar to Buck’s, is one of the Hobee’s chain; there are establishments in Cupertino, Mountain View, and Palo Alto used by VCs and entrepreneurs. There’s also the Konditorei coffee and pastry shop in Portola Valley. There’s Chef Chu’s Chinese restaurant in Los Altos. And posher, but also well known for deal making, is Il Fornaio in Palo Alto, favored by Stanford

14 There are many sources—most journalistic, some scholarly, some disengaged, the majority celebratory—about the relations between VCs and entrepreneurs in Silicon Valley and other California clusters of high-tech and biotech. Several of the more star-struck popular sources are cited in notes below; see also Steven Shapin, “The Scientific Entrepreneur,” and “Visions of the Future,” chaps. 7 and 8 in The Scientific Life: A Moral History of a Late Modern Vocation (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 2008).


University administrators as well as capitalists. Some recent commentators say that the still-thriving Buck’s has now become too famous for its own good, while others show no awareness of this new alleged “unhipness.”

What makes Buck’s famous, and especially breakfast at Buck’s, are the meetings that have happened there since its opening—meetings between technoscientific entrepreneurs and VCs, meetings that became legendary because of the high-tech companies that are said to have been launched there. Jamis MacNiven, the founder, patron, and owner, is happy to point out the tables where wonderful things happened, the events that make Buck’s charismatic. There are photos of him proudly pointing to table 48 where John Doerr of the celebrated VC firm Kleiner Perkins met with Marc Andreessen, and the result was Netscape. Then there is the table where PayPal was brought into being; another is the Hotmail table; and yet another is the Tesla table. There is, however, no pointing with pride to the place where Jerry Wang of Yahoo! breakfasted with VCs Bill and Tim Draper (of Sutter Hill Ventures and Fisher, Draper, Jurvetson), after which Wang decided to go with another firm.

Eventually, it became impossible for anyone in the business to have breakfast at Buck’s without doing a quick scan of who else was then having breakfast at Buck’s, and speculating what their meetings might mean. The VCs who come to breakfast at Buck’s may not want to be overheard by other VCs, but encounters are inevitable and not necessarily unwelcome. There is a lot of table-hopping and handshaking. “It’s like Facebook with real faces,” the owner said. In Britain, The Daily Telegraph breathlessly announced that at Buck’s “more deals are struck between those with money (cash-rich VCs) and those wanting it (cash-hungry entrepreneurs) than in all [of] America’s other diners put together.”

If you’re an out-of-town, or out-of-country, journalist, Buck’s tends to be where you go to “take the pulse” of the Valley innovation economy; if business at Buck’s is good, the Valley is good. Tourists come to take photos of Buck’s and the famous tables, and aspiring entrepreneurs lurk in the parking lot armed “with
photographs of venture capitalists and leap on them as they leave, hoping one day to join them for breakfast and pitch a start-up.25 Buck’s is a pilgrims’ destination for politicians, celebrities, and hugely successful techies in no current need of VC funding—Al Gore, Shimon Peres, Mike Tyson, John Cleese, Gordon Moore, and Andy Grove are all proudly photographed with the equally proud owner (fig. 1). An online list of ten of the “World’s Best Millionaire Hangouts” includes Positano, St. Moritz, the Cannes Film Festival—and Buck’s Diner.26 In 1999, there was an eBay auction for breakfast at Buck’s with VC Steve Jurvetson, and the winning bid, from a New York entrepreneur, was $9,400. The underbidder arranged a separate breakfast with the VC, and the price was higher.27 The cash value of “informal” breakfast face time was quantified, and the circumstance that it was breakfast at Buck’s must have contributed to its value. Buck’s has been called “the breakfast spot of champions”: it has “buzz.”28 Venture capitalist Bill Draper said that Buck’s “is the distillation of much of what is so odd, special, and compelling about the Valley—a place where great ideas meet smart money.”29

BUCK’S BREAKFASTS: THE MUNDANE AND THE MYTHIC

The mythic status of these meetings is beyond doubt. On the one hand, participants talk about Buck’s as “a place where myths were born”30—in the sense that the high-tech companies resulting from deals made there are parts of Valley legend. On the other hand, to identify Buck’s breakfasts as these companies’ genuine and unique origins is problematic. In one form or another, the meetings did happen, though it’s impossible reliably to ascribe the existence of Netscape or PayPal, or, indeed, any company, to what happened at a single place and time. These should be understood as origin myths, though it isn’t an easy matter to make an absolute distinction between myth and interactional reality. Stories about seminal meetings, however burnished by legend makers, colonize the minds, and the expectations, of participants at subsequent documentable meetings. Like a lot of myths, these stories point to sacralized beginnings, some definable moment when everything changed for the better, when the stable order of things irrevocably changed, when the future was foreseen, and the first steps toward a new reality were taken.

Why was it Buck’s? What was special about it? In the beginning, in the early 1990s, there was probably only one pertinent reason why it was this place, and that was the location. The restaurant was conveniently off I-280, within a few miles of VCs’ offices on Sand Hill Road near the Stanford campus, and, for many VCs, it was on their way from homes in wealthy South Bay communities—Woodside itself, a bijou little community

---

25 Jamis MacNiven, Breakfast at Buck’s: Tales from the Pancake Guy (Woodside, Calif.: Liverwurst, 2004), 9–10; Dickinson, “Billions of Dollars” (cit. n. 21).
29 Draper, Startup Game (cit. n. 15), 3.
30 Wayne McVicker, Starting Something: An Entrepreneur’s Tale of Control, Confrontation & Corporate Culture (Los Altos, Calif.: Ravel Media, 2005), 193.
whose residents included Larry Ellison of Oracle, John Doerr of Kleiner Perkins, Gordon Moore of Intel, and Jim Breyer of Accel Partners—as well as Atherton, Los Altos Hills, and Portola Valley. If you are commuting from San Francisco on I-280, it’s just a slight detour from the turning to Sand Hill Road. But, after a while, location was joined as a reason by the fact that it was Buck’s, the place where all those deals happened. The entrepreneur Bob Metcalfe of 3COM and Ethernet probably had something to do with it when in 1992—shortly after Buck’s founding—he “wrote in his weekly ‘Info World’ column that Buck’s was the new power breakfast spot for Silicon Valley.”32 Then that’s what it became. You had breakfast at Buck’s because that was where VCs met entrepreneurs, and, if entrepreneurs got an invitation to breakfast at Buck’s, they knew that it was, or might become, serious. (MacNiven says this of the VC-entrepreneur breakfasts: “Often, we’re the first meeting on a deal. We’re the first-date place.”)33

31 Piscione, Secrets of Silicon Valley (cit. n. 16), 153.

Figure 1. Owner Jamis MacNiven (standing) with Israeli President Shimon Peres (center) at Buck’s. Other figures unidentified. (Photo courtesy of Jamis MacNiven.)
By the end of the 1990s, VCs and entrepreneurs breakfasted at Buck’s because *that was what you did* when you were at the early stages of deal making. It became globally famous for these sorts of meetings. Journalists and camera crews came to record the place where the Modern Technoscientific World was brought into being. The breakfast that launched Hotmail had to be reenacted for CNN, and, when a Japanese television crew came to do the same story, MacNiven let them shoot the reenactment (fig. 2). It’s said, though I can’t confirm it, that there is a restaurant in Hong Kong named after MacNiven that tried to replicate whatever was taken as Buck’s model, hoping to attract local VCs; and that Chicago breakfast spots popular with deal makers have been explicitly likened to Buck’s—“but you don’t see cops at Buck’s.” (It turns out, however, that charismatic originals are not so easy to replicate.)

MacNiven is what’s called “good copy,” one of the Valley’s most interviewed personalities. He boasts, “Since 1995, we have had over 600 TV, radio, glossy-print, and fish wrapper press come to Buck’s to speak with me and my customers.” It is as if he was part of the Valley secret and *in on* the secret, as if he could fix up a meeting for you with a major VC—neither of which was true, even if MacNiven says he was asked to sit in on a number of pitches and parlayed his proprietorship into TED-talk celebrity. (Buck’s menu comes folded into a two-page newsletter in which MacNiven offers his oddball opinions on technology, business, politics, and culture.) “I’m only the second-biggest press-whore in America,” MacNiven said in 2004, ceding first place to Donald Trump (who was not then what he now is). MacNiven has been variously called the mayor of Silicon Valley, its prime minister, and “the unofficial diplomat of the independent nation of Silicon Valley,” in much the same way that you might say that Madame Geoffrin was in charge of the French Enlightenment, with Buck’s as a late modern Silicon salon.

“We reinvented the modern world”; “we are where the modern world is emerging from”; we are “really the new Athens,” MacNiven boasts, and some entrepreneurs

---

34 MacNiven, *Breakfast at Buck’s* (cit. n. 25), 10.
36 Quoted in Dietrich Walther, *Green Business—the Billion Dollar Deal* (Bozeman, Mont.: International Center for Education and Technology, 2012), 101; see also MacNiven, *Breakfast at Buck’s* (cit. n. 25), 16.
37 MacNiven, *Breakfast at Buck’s* (cit. n. 25), 7 (on sitting in on pitches); for his first TED talk, see Jamis MacNiven, “What Up Silicon Valley,” filmed 7 June 2011, Munich, TED video, 17:38, www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxX73qeZlQI.
have happily agreed: at Buck’s “rustic tables the information era was forged and here the next revolution [will happen], the transition to Green Valley or the birth of the clean tech revolution.”

41 Venture capitalist Bill Draper, said to be MacNiven’s favorite customer, wrote a book about Silicon Valley start-ups, the first part of which was titled “Breakfast at Buck’s.” A German entrepreneur was enchanted by it all, driven to contrast Buck’s fluidity and informality with the rigidity and traditionalism of German restaurants: “The open atmosphere of Silicon Valley makes the difference.” No need for fanciness and formality, he says. If you go to Buck’s website, you can see references to clean-tech. What German restaurant would have that? If you want to explain the Valley and its innovatory culture to a German, you couldn’t do much better than to take her to Buck’s.42 And MacNiven himself put together a self-published book celebrating himself, his restaurant, his quirky lifestyle, and Silicon Valley utopianism in general. He’s what’s called a character, in a Valley world that’s full of characters.43

A STAGE-SET FOR FUTURE MAKING

Vventure capitalists and other commentators say that Buck’s is “an unlikely venue for serious business.”44 But when you go inside, you see right away that it’s even more

41 Walther, Green Business (cit. n. 36), 101.
42 Ibid., 100–1; for a similar lament that Britain also has no iconic Buck’s-like eating places for VCs and entrepreneurs, see Mike Butcher, “Where is Your Bucks of Woodside?,” TechCrunch, 26 February 2008, www.techcrunch.com/2008/02/26/where-is-your-bucks-of-woodside/.
43 MacNiven, Breakfast at Buck’s (cit. n. 25).
44 McChesney, “Checking a Tech Bellwether” (cit. n. 21).
bizarre than the VCs say, or—and this is arguably the right story—that’s it’s a very likely place for what counts as serious business in the Valley, which is technoscientific future making, visionary, often utopian stuff, business-without-a-template but surrounded by an aura of mythic self-consciousness. Buck’s is designed (partly intentionally, partly accidentally) to be just the right setting for capital-meets-technoscientific-entrepreneurship. It’s an artfully crafted stage-set for the business of future making.

Buck’s décor, or what counts as its décor, is a mash-up of whatever has taken MacNiven’s fancy over about thirty years of haphazard collecting. Some call it “Western kitsch”; MacNiven describes it as “American whacky” and a collection of “life’s ironic magic”; others call it a “phantasmagoria” of toys for boys; and VC Bill Draper said that it “resembles what the Smithsonian warehouse might look like in the wake of a tornado as straightened up by the Mad Hatter”—which was his way of saying that he really liked it. The only remarkable thing outside in the car park is a twenty-foot long wooden fish called Woody, but much more is inside. There’s an enormous ketchup bottle, a Statue of Liberty with an ice-cream sundae for a torch, a Google personalized car number plate, the world’s biggest Swiss Army knife, huge model airplanes and blimps, and a long-unknown photograph of Steve Jobs in an atypically goofy mood—wearing a Groucho Marx mustache and glasses (figs. 3, 4, 5). There’s a Russian cosmonaut space suit, together with MacNiven’s (implausible) account of how it got there, one which involves a visiting Russian general who was breakfasting with the US Secretary of Defense, and left behind a business card saying that MacNiven should look him up if he was ever in Russia. Which he did—but the general was then on more pressing business in Chechnya. Undeterred, MacNiven went to the place where the space suits were made, armed with the general’s card, and, amazingly, secured the Yuri Gagarin model (fig. 3).

That was nothing compared to the chutzpah involved in an attempt to obtain still another Russian tchotchke in 1993. It was an endeavor that failed, but the failure itself has become a Buck’s design feature. MacNiven had the idea that maybe the post-Soviet government would be looking to turn a profit on Lenin’s now surplus-to-requirements embalmed body. So, he wrote to a Russian official, offering a sum “in the high six figures” for Lenin. MacNiven got a reply, explaining that the Russian government was not looking to sell Lenin “as of today,” but wanting more precise details about the sum offered. Everything about Buck’s décor screams eccentricity, the vision of a unique individual, the rejection of aesthetic convention, the going-together of things that don’t go

---

45 Zetter, “Silicon Valley Unofficial Mayor” (cit. n. 39); Gemmet, “All about Jamis” (cit. n. 38); Draper, Startup Game (cit. n. 15), 2.
47 MacNiven, Breakfast at Buck’s (cit. n. 25), 215–19.
48 Letters about buying Lenin’s body allegedly exchanged between MacNiven and the Kremlin hang framed on the restaurant walls; they are reproduced in Zetter, “Silicon Valley Unofficial Mayor” (cit. n. 39). MacNiven recounts this story in his Breakfast at Buck’s (cit. n. 25), 215–16. The whole tale, or at least the reply from the Russians, is probably either a joke or a fake; a well-informed Russian friend of mine sees many clear mistakes in the alleged reply, from the address and name of the responding ministry to a typographical error in its title. He speculates that “somebody has made [the letter] up in haste, perhaps using an old dispatch of the ministry of foreign affairs of the USSR as a model.”
together. It’s wacky, but it’s wackiness of a certain kind—a kind that appeals to the self-image of know-no-rules Valley entrepreneurs and those with the vision to fund them.

THE PATRON AS STAGE MANAGER

The owner himself is part of the show, part of the stage-set for the theater of Valley innovation, and that’s certainly how MacNiven sees himself. He revels in being the
Figure 4. View of Buck’s interior. (Photo courtesy of Jamis MacNiven.)

Figure 5. Another view of Buck’s interior. (Photo courtesy of Jamis MacNiven.)
restaurateur for the future, and he has furnished Buck’s with the props for the role. “Buck’s is the Earthlinked mother ship for the New Jerusalem,” the restaurant website announces. MacNiven says he hasn’t profited from overheard investment tips, but he’s an entrepreneur himself—that status presumably is not meant to include the clutch of Bay Area restaurants he now presides over, or a desultory 2006 flutter on a travel website company. Recently, he told the BBC that he had been offered a “piece” of Netscape when it started and, over time, had invested in six start-up firms, including a robotics company. “I’m always coupled [in articles] with Alan Greenspan as America’s pundits,” he confides. Bill Draper called MacNiven “the World’s Most Creative Entrepreneur,” recognizing the restaurateur as someone very like himself and his clients, a freebooting, can-do, out-of-the-box visionary thinker. The patron-configured-as-an-entrepreneur was, so to speak, part of the restaurant web—which is the Earthlinked mother ship for the New Jerusalem, and the restaurant is the Earthlinked mother ship for the New Jerusalem. A self-described “student activist” and “leftist radical” at Berkeley in the 60s—the 60s were cool,” he reminds those who need reminding—MacNiven trained as an artist and tried to make it in the New York art world. Drawn to California in the 60s he worked as a builder in the Bay Area for about forty acres in the hills near the Stanford campus. That was when he worked as a builder in the Bay Area for about fifteen years. The reason Steve Jobs—exceptionally among Valley entrepreneurs—never went to Buck’s was, supposedly, because of a falling-out over work that MacNiven did on Jobs’s house, but he apparently got into the restaurant business through building a number of well-known area eateries. Buck’s is the owner’s place, but it’s an innovatory place, signaling welcome to the Valley’s tech innovators. In Erving Goffman’s vocabulary, Buck’s provides the “scenery and stage props” for the theater of late modern innovation.

53 Steve Jobs—exceptionally among Valley entrepreneurs—never went to Buck’s was, supposedly, because of a falling-out over work that MacNiven did on Jobs’s house, but he apparently got into the restaurant business through building a number of well-known area eateries. Buck’s is the owner’s place, but it’s an innovatory place, signaling welcome to the Valley’s tech innovators. In Erving Goffman’s vocabulary, Buck’s provides the “scenery and stage props” for the theater of late modern innovation.

56 MacNiven, Breakfast at Buck’s (cit. n. 25), 68–70.
57 Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1959), 22. Goffman has been the premier sociological student of face-to-face encounters, and a central role is played in Presentation (116–19) by an account of passages between backstage kitchen and frontstage dining room in a Shetland hotel, but his work devoted little attention to the significance of meals as face-to-face occasions.
BREAKFAST AND BANDWIDTH

What happens at Buck’s? The breakfasts are informal. A reporter observes that “the dress code is dress-down; a suit and tie stands out like a sore thumb.”58 The suit and tie reference is both diffusely conventional and specifically substantive. For all the talk of the Valley’s openness to merit, the worlds of venture capital and high-tech entrepreneurship remain notoriously masculine; 89 percent of VCs and 96 percent of senior partners in VC firms are male. East and South Asian males are significant Valley presences in both venture capital and high-tech business; Hispanics and African Americans are scarcely represented at all.59 None of the encounters that I have seen documented of these kinds of Buck’s breakfasts seem to have involved women, except perhaps as servers. So, shared cultures and systems of social recognition are bound to be core elements of the informality of the breakfast encounters; it is easier to be informal with people-of-your-own-kind than with unfamiliar others, and, as the British say, the “laddishness,” as well as the geekiness, of Silicon culture lubricates that informality for males.

What actually takes place at these meetings is mostly a matter of inference and speculation; they’re not, of course, minuted—and that’s rather the point. The historian or sociologist learns about them through anecdote, and many of the anecdotes seem to be heavily mythologized. Most, probably the overwhelming majority, don’t have any instrumental outcome at all, and the stories are all about the few that do come to something. The breakfasts are usually one on one or maybe two on one, where the two are entrepreneurs and the one is a VC. They’re not supposed to be “pitches”—that is, prepared presentations that function as bids for funding—though supplicant entrepreneurs are well coached always to have at the ready the one-minute “elevator pitch,” and it’s hard to imagine that entrepreneurs securing a breakfast meeting come without the PowerPoint slides on their mobile digital devices or a business plan, paper or digital.60 It’s informal, but it’s formally informal; if you’re an entrepreneur, you understand that this is a pitch (or a pre-pitch), only with maximum deniability for the VC. A commentator who pretends to know about Buck’s breakfast encounters writes that “the conversations sound disjointed,” normless, conventionless: “Speakers hop from one topic to the next, interrupting each other, while the entrepreneur sketches on a napkin and the VC makes notes on a ketchup-stained placemat, to be taken back to his

58 McChesney, “Checking a Tech Bellwether” (cit. n. 21).
60 For the institutions and practices of “pitching” as a face-to-face mode, see Shapin, Scientific Life (cit. n. 14), 276–82.
office. Slowly, a pattern emerges.” The VCs are probing and probing again; what appears aimless and patternless takes shape as inquiry: “What is the science? What is its status as IP (intellectual property)? What is the competition? What is the intended product? Who is the customer? How much will it cost?”

Success for the entrepreneur—on this sort of occasion—would mean a promise of a further meeting, maybe for coffee and bran muffins, one on one in the VC firm’s offices, maybe, and further down the road, a formal pitch to the general partners.

The breakfast meetings may be instrumental, but they are also informal and intimate—in the sense that supplicant and patron are just a few feet away from each other; they are constantly in face-to-face contact for an hour or so; and they are sharing a meal together—even though it’s just breakfast. Venture capitalists like to say that in making an investment decision they “bet on the jockey, not on the horse”—that is, the entrepreneur and not the technology or the scientific IP. To the extent that is so, the face-to-face mode of a meal, however informal, offers the potential of rich information about the virtues, vices, capabilities, and commitments of the investable person. If a visionary technoscientific future is being pitched, the high bandwidth of the occasion offers a mode of monitoring that may never be repeated over the future course of the interaction, assuming that there is a future.

The VC is literally, for that hour or so, looking a future in the face. MacNiven, who has had a ringside seat for almost thirty years, was asked what advice he had for entrepreneurs hoping for access to venture funding. He said: “This is where the action is, and a lot of the action is had by face-to-face. That’s what Buck’s is all about.”

What about the food? A British journalist sought the owner’s views on what money eats for breakfast. Don’t look at the French toast munchers, MacNiven said. “The bigger the deal, the less they eat, because you don’t want your mouth full at a critical moment.” The serious venture capitalists eat muffins, he says. The high bandwidth of the face-to-face has for many years been supplemented by digital high bandwidth; Buck’s was one of the originals of a type of Foucault’s heterotopic spaces of late modernity, claiming to be the first place in the country—and presumably the world—to offer a public Wi-Fi hotspot. This was before ubiquitous cell phones, so Buck’s helped pioneer a mode of interaction that many of us now take for granted: the VC can be in an analog face-to-face relationship with the entrepreneur and in digital contact with the universe. That’s a normal mode of interaction now, but Buck’s was possibly one of the first to facilitate it in a public place.

BREAKFAST: A QUICK BITE AND A LONG HISTORY

Breakfast at Buck’s is a meal in a restaurant. We take it as obvious now that there are such places as restaurants, as we take as self-evident the conventions that obtain there

62 For familiarity and the face-to-face mode in the VC-entrepreneur relationship, see Shapin, Scientific Life (cit. n. 14), 282–303.
63 Zetter, “Silicon Valley Unofficial Mayor” (cit. n. 39).
64 Hall, “Silicon Giants” (cit. n. 23).
65 “The heterotopia is capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that are in themselves incompatible”: Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” trans. Jay Miskowiec, Diacritics 16 (Spring 1986): 22–7, on 25.
and the mode of being-together that is routine when eating in restaurants. But recent scholarship draws attention to the historical origins of the restaurant in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century France and its significance as a mode of modernity.67 There are several points to bear in mind here: the first is the carte, ordering off the menu (à la carte)—and therefore having just what you want—rather than the table d’hôte where all guests sat at a common table and took from common dishes what the host offered that day. The menu therefore represented a form of individualism, a manifestation of the power of the individual consumer. The second, and related, point is the form of social interaction conventional in the restaurant. It was one of the places where one could be, arguably for the first time, alone together. Each individual in a party is in intimate, face-to-face contact with that party’s members, while disengaged from others, even those sitting at adjacent tables and perhaps even eating the same things. Eyeshot is, for the most part, irrelevant, while earshot may be problematic (as it often is for Buck’s customers sitting where they can overhear other capitalists and entrepreneurs).68 Consider the difference from, say, the cinema or theater or concert—some of which are premodern venues—where one may also be alone together, but taking in the same spectacle and reacting in a way that is sensed by, and relevant to, unfamiliar others; for example, you’re all watching the same play and you hear, and may participate in, the audience’s collective laughter or audible expressions of shock and horror. However, unlike those other venues, the restaurant is more likely to make individuals’ specific choices and body practices consequentially visible to others. Individuals in the restaurant can be part of the show in a way that they are not in the theater.

Again, Buck’s is a restaurant, but there are many other restaurants, and, indeed, VCs and entrepreneurs also meet at other establishments—often for breakfast. It has already been pointed out that Buck’s is conveniently located, so that consideration, added (over time) to its celebrity, helps to answer the specific question, “Why Buck’s?” But related, interesting, and more general questions are: “Why a restaurant?” and “Why breakfast?” One of the virtues of meeting at Buck’s is, it’s sometimes said, that it’s “neutral territory”; it is near VCs’ offices, but it isn’t their office, and so that adds to “deniability”; you could say business isn’t really happening if you decide that it isn’t.69 And as Buck’s is a restaurant, neither the VC nor the entrepreneur, of course, owns it. But the neutrality comes with qualifications; the VC will be known to the owner and staff, will be familiar with the place (its menu and its décor), and will have chosen it as a meeting place. Also, the VC will be responsible for when the meeting begins and when it ends (as in “I have to go to the office now”), and will certainly—though I have seen no direct testimony on this—pick up the tab, which is what you do when you’re the host. It’s a neutral place that the VC is in charge of and that contains the capitalist’s stage props.70


68 Hall, “Silicon Giants” (cit. n. 23), on overhearing; see also Goffman, Presentation of Self (cit. n. 57), e.g., 130, 138, 151, 170, 179, 213; Rachel Rich, Bourgeois Consumption: Food, Space and Identity in London and Paris, 1850–1914 (Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 2011), 137–8 (on separate tables at restaurants).

69 Piscione, Secrets of Silicon Valley (cit. n. 16), 154.

70 Goffman, Presentation of Self (cit. n. 57), e.g., 22, 94, 96, 99, 112.
The identity of all daily European and American meals has been historically unstable—with respect to what’s eaten, when the meals are taken, where and with whom, and what they signify. Dinner, for example, understood as the main meal of the day, migrated from around midday in the seventeenth century to evening by the late nineteenth century. Supper traditionally was a little something—maybe soup, maybe bread and cheese—that you took before going to bed. Even now, what’s called dinner, what’s supper, and, in Britain, what’s “tea” varies in timing, content, mode of service, and social identity among classes and regional cultures. But the shifting identities and circumstances of dinner and supper are as nothing compared to breakfast.

For most of European history, breakfast as a routine morning meal scarcely existed—the English word was not evidently used until the middle of the fifteenth century—and a morning meal of solid food was not invariably taken, or, if it was taken, it was restricted to the very young, the very old, the invalid, and the laboring classes. They were reckoned to need proper sustenance before (in the last case) going off to hard manual work. The Romans were sometimes cited as a model of dietary discipline; they usually took nothing until supper, and even those who did eat breakfast—at eight or ten in the morning, or as late as noon—tended otherwise toward a light diet. One historian describes the breakfast of the later Middle Ages as “an optional extra.” There were dietary writers who cautioned against the taking of breakfast for anyone not in the best health, which, in England, was said to include “the generality of People.” There was no standard stuff that constituted a breakfast meal, and some physicians counseled on medical grounds against eating breakfast or at least taking anything substantial. And at the end of the seventeenth century, John Locke warned against accustoming young gentlemen to breakfast. “Dinner” was itself a contraction of the Latin word for breaking the fast (disjungere); hence, both the English “breakfast” and the French petit déjeuner etymologically duplicated the idea of breaking the night’s fast, so encoding the anomaly of an early morning meal.

In the Jacobean play The Spanish Curate, the clergyman Lopez has offended the lawyer Bartolus, but the latter offers to forgive him, marking the reconciliation by

74 See, for example, William Bullein, The Government of Health (London: Valentine Sims, 1595), 26v: “use some light things at breakfast of perflite digestion."
75 Locke, Some Thoughts Concerning Education (cit. n. 71), 17.
inviting him “to a Breakfast [which] I make but seldome, But now we will be merry.”

This was a play that Samuel Pepys saw in 1661, and he too did not take breakfast regularly. His diary mentioned the meal just five times over ten years—and his breakfast fare showed very little stability—sometimes a bit of mackerel, sometimes a collar of brawn, certainly not eggs and bacon or porridge. Much more often—and an index of the growing importance of eating out—Pepys said that he “gave” someone their “morning draught”—wine, small beer, coffee, or chocolate. The morning draught served a social function: it was taken at a commercial establishment, someone treated someone else to it, news or gossip was exchanged, and deals were done or begun. The far less sociable and more abstemious Isaac Newton told the physician William Stukeley that his solitary breakfast consisted only of bread and butter and boiled orange peel made into a sort of sweetened tea, which he took to dissolve phlegm.

Breakfast became a more common meal during the nineteenth century, but even then, both its makeup and the social forms attending it remained unstable, varying radically between national cultures and among social classes. In nineteenth-century Boston, boardinghouse breakfasts were the chosen setting for the agreeable, varied, and informal conversations recorded in Oliver Wendell Holmes’s The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table: “The talks are like the breakfasts,—sometimes dipped toast, and sometimes dry. You must take them as they come.” American boardinghouse breakfasts attracted the scorn of European visitors and the condemnation of US health reformers; the fare was too abundant, too rich, too rapidly consumed, thereby feeding an epidemic of dyspepsia and prompting the emergence of much lightly and porridge—breakfast cereal. Mrs. Beeton’s ubiquitous rule book for domestic management noted the great variety of foods making up the Victorian breakfast. She gently scolded her compatriots for neglecting due care in its preparation and consumption: “Amongst English people as a rule, breakfast, as a meal, does not hold a sufficiently important place; and with some it means, in reality, no meal at all, unless we reckon the proverbial ‘cup of tea’ to form one. . . . Housekeepers should make more of breakfast.”

While by the twentieth century breakfast became a common feature of European and American life, its identity remains far more problematic than any other daily meal. Many people don’t eat breakfast at all, while others have it on the run, in the car, or pick it up on the way to the office. Breakfast was once celebrated by nutritionists and advertisers as the “Most Important Meal of the Day”; then, for some, it became the

---
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“Most Productive Meal of the Day.” The modern American institution called the “power breakfast” feeds self-esteem as much as it fuels the body. What you have for breakfast is also problematic, though maybe not quite as problematic as that newer American invention (now well migrated abroad), the weekend “brunch.” At Buck’s, one person at a table may be having coffee and toast while another opts for the South Bay equivalent of the “Full English.” For some people who do have breakfast, it’s a social occasion—though, unless it’s an institutional “power” or “prayer breakfast,” a nonsolitary breakfast is usually one on one. Online dating apps explore the propriety of different sorts of meals for different stages of a relationship, different stations on the way to “getting to know” the other. For example, “It’s Just Lunch” advertises itself by noting that “a lunch date or drink after work is the ideal first date...It’s a no pressure, relaxed setting where you can actually talk face-to-face.” But the understood meaning of lunch is more stable than that of breakfast. On the one hand, breakfast is casual—in the positive sense that it signals the possibility of appropriate disengagement, and in the negative sense that proposing a breakfast date might be taken to mean a lack of proper interest: “Nobody wants to date someone who can only squeeze them in before 9 a.m.” On the other hand, the informality of breakfast might signal, or be taken to signal, intimacy—the shared meal after the shared evening meal. The norms of breakfast are uncertain, oscillating more between intimacy and informality than those of other meals.

Then there’s the fact that it’s a morning meal, and not just a morning meal, but a meal taken outside of, and prior to, a working day. On weekdays, Buck’s opens at 7 a.m.—plenty of time to get to Sand Hill Road by 9—so, unlike lunch, it doesn’t take time out from work, but precedes it. Anyway, this is a world in which people compete in “up with the lark” early starts to the day. By the time VCs meet entrepreneurs for breakfast, they may have been up for three hours, having already sent their texts and tweeted their tweets, gone through their emails, had a workout with their personal trainer, spent some quality time with their kids, and done a bit of tai chi or transcendental meditation. As a VC, you may take lunch with other VCs—at your firm or another—or with the “limited partners” who actually provide the capital you

86 A prominent sociologist, writing about how eating occasions give form to quotidian social life, does offer some remarks about breakfast, but omits it from the primary list of meals that structure social life: see Warde, Practice of Eating (cit. n. 1), 61. That’s an indication of how the modern breakfast remains something of an anomaly to sociologists of food and eating.
manage; you may “brown-bag” it at your desk. But breakfast is your business, or, if you prefer, it’s not business at all unless you otherwise define it. If you’re a novice entrepreneur, and you’re lucky enough to be offered breakfast at Buck’s with a VC, you understand that you may be a long way from a pitch in their offices, a long way from lunch with the VC and the partners, and a very long way from dinner—which, if you ever get it, is likely to be a celebration of a consummated relationship. It’s apparently very rare at VC-entrepreneur breakfasts for “the lawyers” to be present, or, indeed, the other “general partners” of the VC firm. Those absences signal both the early-stage nature and the informality of the occasion. Legend picks out successful interactions, yet it’s likely that very few of these breakfasts lead to an investment.

There is also the local circumstance that breakfast, and, to a lesser extent lunch, has few alternatives as an occasion for the sort of interaction that’s represented by the famous Buck’s scenes—intimacy with informality, out of the workday, interacting one on one but in a public place, in a neutral territory; but a place in which one party can act as host, with earshot problematic but usually manageable. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the coffeehouse (celebrated by Jürgen Habermas as a site responsible for creating the modern “public sphere”) was a place where you would go to hear news and to make news—even (in the celebrated case of the Royal Society) scientific news—but it was not the sort of place where you could be alone together, since the whole point of the early modern coffeehouse was its common table and common conversation. At the same time, taverns, inns, or alehouses were typically places where you might engage yourself with others in common, or, if you wanted seclusion for sexual or confidential business purposes, you could secure a private room, where only the owners and their staff knew that you were there and with whom.

Modern America is short of places for the sort of interactions that make breakfast at Buck’s famous. It doesn’t have the British pub; it does have coffeehouses, but increasingly as places where you are connected to the world but not to anyone sitting with you. When, years ago, Starbucks threatened to become something like a Viennese coffeehouse, where people read the news, meet with colleagues and friends, and spend the day nursing Kaffee mit Schlag, the national ownership took steps to move on the “loitering laptop hobos.” Customers were not to confuse a business with a public space. Law enforcement was called in to make that clearly understood, and only very recent disastrous publicity about police removals of nonbuying ethnic minority customers has instigated a corporate policy change. So, breakfast is that usually unremarked-on remarkable thing: an occasion that combines informality with intimacy, that isn’t business


but isn’t not-business, that touches the concerns of the working day but that’s usually set outside it, that’s anything you want it to be or nothing at all. Its cultural and social instability and, in the case of Buck’s, its relative normlessness makes it the perfect stage-setting for innovation to happen. You might well be skeptical of the stories about the breakfasts that Made the Modern World, but the breakfasts themselves are a mode of that Made Modernity.

POSTSCRIPT

As this piece entered its final editing, and as the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020 struck hard at the hospitality industry, Buck’s of Woodside—like so many other American eating establishments—was closed. Rumors circulate in the Valley that it will never reopen, although, on the restaurant website, the owner says that he didn’t start them. No one knows the future—for Buck’s or for many other commercial eating places. Nevertheless, this treatment of the face-to-face mode of feeding and knowing now has a historical specificity that I could never have imagined when I wrote it.